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Sub: e-RD- Submission of LC details in case of Bangladesh traffic 
Ref: (i) Addendum No.03 to Rates Master Circular/e-RD/2019/0 

(ii)Board's letter of even number dt.31.03.2022 
(iii) Corrigendum No.4 to Rates Master Circular/e-RD/2019/0 

One of the Zonal Railways has highlighted that some customers were registering same LC 
number multiple times with different tonnage and destinations in the eRD module. LC details were 
also being modified and edited multiple times. 

As per extant guidelines, indent can be placed after feeding the Letter of Credit (LC) details 
in thee-RD module of FOIS. The customer will feed LC details (e.g. LC number, date of issue, 
date of expiry, name of bank, name of beneficiary, name of commodity, via route, tonnage 
mentioned in LC, tonnage moved by any other mode of transport on the same LC) and upload LC 
document on e-RD module. LC details will not be changed after registration of indent, except in 
case of revalidation of LC where customer can only modify the date of expiry. This has already 
been implemented in the system from 29th June 2022. 

Indent will only be allowed for the said commodity and via route. The customer can place 
indent only after feeding LC details in the e-RD module. Registration of LC details on e-RD 
module does not violate ODR in any way. 

After registration of indent, LC details filled by the customer will be tallied with the LC 
document uploaded by the customer, by goods staff of terminal or proxy terminal as nominated by 
Division. Tallying of LC details filled by the customer with the uploaded LC document will be done 
by next working day. If goods staff of the terminal or proxy terminal as nominated by the Division 
finds that LC details match with the LC document, then the Division will give go ahead under 
Remarks column in the system. Thereafter, indent(s) linked with such LC will be considered live in 
the system; till such time indent(s) will remain dormant. Tallying of LC details will be done in order 
of registration of indent. In case of any misdeclaration, all indents linked with such LC will be 
cancelled and WRF will be forfeited. Zonal Railway will mention the reason in this regard under 
Remarks column. These guidelines will be applicable to existing as well as new indents. 
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In case of existing indents, CRIS will provide a time bound window (15 days) to customers 
for feeding the details of commodity and via route. In case of any misdeclaration, all indents linked 
with such LC will be cancelled and WRF will be forfeited. Zonal Railway will mention the reason 
in this regard under Remarks column. CRIS will make requisite provision in the system. 

POIS/CRIS will arrange for training to field staff with regard to implementation of afore 
said guidelines in coordination with Zonal Railways. 

(An~ 
Director, Traffic Commercial(Rates) 
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